We consider the efficient estimation of mean delay in queue, d, mean wait in system, w, time average number in queue, Q, and time average number in system, L, for simulated queueing systems. We prove for the GI/G/s queue that it is more efficient to estimate w, Q, and L from an estimate of d than it is to estimate them directly. This generalizes previous results for the M/G/I queue and also confirms empirical studies on other GI/G/s queues.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the efficient estimation of the parameters d, Q, w, and L when the data are collected from a computer simulation of a queueing system, where: d = long-run average delay in queue per customer, Q = long-run time average number in queue, w = long-run average wait in system per customer, L = long-run time average number in system.
(When we say "delay," we mean wait in queue only, not including the wait in service. The "system" consists of one or more queues (waiting lines) plus a service mechanism.) More specifically, we consider how conservation equations and other structural relations between parameters can be used to achieve a variance reduction. The parameters d, Q, w, and L are related by the equations:
where ~ is the arrival rate of customers to the system, and E(S) is the expected total time in service of a typical customer. The relations (I)-(3) hold for a great variety of queueing systems without any distributional assumptions and in particular when the system has the regenerative property (which we assume throughout). A proof of (1) and (2) may be found in Stidham [5] ; equation (3) To say that the queue is regenerative means that it becomes completely empty of customers infinitely often with probability one (w.p.l). If we assume, for simplicity, that the first customer finds all servers free, then he begins the first busy cycle.
Suppose customer number N c + l arrives at time B e
and is the next customer to find all servers free.
Then a second busy cycle begins at time B a. If p < l and P(A > S) > 0 (as we shall henceforth assume), then E(Nc) < ~ and E(Bc) < ~ (see [6] ) and there will be an infinite sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) busy cycles.
We shall need the following notation: N = the number of customers served in a e busy cycle;
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B c = the length of a busy cycle; D c = the total delay of all customers served in a busy cycle; W c = the total waiting time of all customers served in a busy cycle.
We shall assume that N e, B e , D e , and w e have finite second moments. Note that, under our assumptions, the steady-state parameters d, Q, w, and L exist and are finite and constant w.p.l. In a similar manner, we obtain the direct estimators of w and L: : QI~, 
III. THE REGENERATIVE METHOD OF ESTIMATION
w : w/N ,(6)
: £/x -E(s). (IO)
Using (I)- (3) and the asymptotic normality of the estimators (4)- (7), it is easily seen that each of the estimators (8) as m + ~,
The ~uantity v given by (14) will be denoted by Empirical evidence given in [3] and [4] indicates that variance reductions from 0% to at least 76% can be obtained by using the appropriate indirect estimator based on ~. Thus, at least in the GI/G/~ queue, it is only necessary to estimate d.
In additional work, we have investigated using linear combinations of estimators. For example, let
~(~) : alQ + ~2~d,
where ~ = (al,~2) and ~l + ~2 = I. Note that Q((l~O)) = Q and ~((O,l)) = ~d, and thus VAD(Q(a)) ! VAD(~) < VAD(Q) for some choice of ~. Thus, by proper choice of a = (~I,~2), a greater variance reduction can be achieved than by using the single alternative , hd. It is important to note that this method will work for any regenerative queueing process, provided alternative estimates are available. For the details, see [l] .
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